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Introduction
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Robotic process automation (RPA) is the latest buzzword
dominating the business and IT world in recent months.

While there is great potential already today and with
increasing AI capabilities even more in the near future,
traditional process optimization with business process
modelling and IT system implementations as well as
outsourcing to near- or offshore locations will continue
to be relevant for operational excellence.

Lars Godzik
Founding Partner, Ginkgo Management Consulting
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INTRODUCTION
RPA is thought to be the solution for what is seen as
a chore by many company resources: the execution
of repetitive, time-consuming and often demoralizing
routine tasks: at lower cost, higher speed and without
any human errors – around the clock. Considering
the anticipated progress in Artificial Intelligence (AI),
expectations are that in the near future robots even
perform activities that require cognitive capabilities
and decision-making. While this remains a dream
of the future for now, there are more real-world
problems to solve now and today.
In essence, the “robots” of RPA are a set of software
tools that imitate interactions, i.e. routine business
procedures, between human workers and business
applications, and thus, are often labelled as digital
workforce. Companies aim to automate such sets of
routine business procedures, which do not justify a
full-blown Business Process Modelling/Outsourcing
(BPM/O) project or IT transformation. However,
to take full advantage of the automation, the RPA
solution needs to reach the enterprise level.

A “basic RPA” only tackles simple and less important
processes and the solution itself is implemented by the
business on users’ machines, thus leading to minor,
isolated improvements. However, an “enterprise RPA”
operates on a different scale, aims at processes that are
more complex and requires centralized orchestration
and control (Fig. 1).
But with scale come the usual challenges associated
with the introduction of a technological enterprise
solution. While RPA providers and their solutions
have matured over the last years and are capable
of handling the scale, companies and especially
their IT departments need to be involved to handle
complexities and interdependencies by implementing
potentially hundreds of bots and ensure their ongoing
performance and overall integration.
In this whitepaper we set RPA in the context of
other process automation frameworks, provide a
checklist for CIOs how to successfully manage the RPA
journey, and show in two case studies how Ginkgo is
transforming clients to the next level of automation.
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Figure 1: Overview of measures to automate and/or optimize business processes arranged based on complexity of solution
and implementation (Source: Ginkgo Research, 2017)
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OPTIONS ANALYSIS
When putting RPA in a historic context, it can be seen
as another wave to optimize administrative process
activities. The first wave of automation was in the 60s
and 70s with custom build IT systems that covered
high volume functional processes. The second wave
was standard ERP software combined with BPM in
the 80s and 90s. In the new millennium BPO was the
Holy Grail, especially offshoring and later nearshoring.
Recently RPA became the answer for further
optimization potentials, newly addressing smaller
volume processes that with previous approaches were
not economical to automate or outsource.

BPM
IT System Implementation
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All waves have in common the desire to a) reduce
unit cost, b) improve delivery time, and c) ensure
consistent quality. The comparison of the approaches
BPM, BPO, basic RPA, and enterprise RPA shows that
RPA is consistently performing well across all three
dimensions (cost, time, quality; Fig. 2). RPA is certainly
not the solution for all challenges and the different
approaches will co-exist for many years to go. However,
RPA is certainly a good choice for process automation
when quality must be high (e.g. compliancy reasons),
and process complexities and volumes vary and thus,
scalability combined with a pay per use model is
essential.
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Figure 2: Comparison of measures to automate and/or optimize business processes based on expected reduction of cost,
improvement of delivery time and quality of results (Source: Ginkgo Research, 2017)
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RPA CHECKLIST FOR CIOs
“What do I need to consider when defining my automation strategy? How do I select the right solution approach,
especially with the entire enterprise being in scope? And what are the major pitfalls to avoid when implementing
my RPA solution?” With our RPA checklist, we want to provide guidance and help answering essential questions
for those CIOs who want to spark or drive forward enterprise-wide automation initiatives themselves or who
are confronted with RPA initiatives by the business.

Automation strategy
•

•
•

Outline vision, strategy and 24-month roadmap for enterprise-wide automation
• Specifically define RPA goals within the company, e.g., support human workforce to increase efficiency,
(partially) replace human workforce to save cost
• Develop structured “target” roadmap and assure planned transformation addressing dependencies
and interoperability
Instate “automation center of excellence” comprising of IT and business resources to create automation
knowledge base and required skill sets
Raise company-wide awareness of RPA, its possibilities, limitations, risks and benefits

Solution approach
•
•
•
•
•

Develop decision tree for selection of right automation solution: simple RPA, enterprise RPA, BPM, BPO
Create heat map of processes feasible for RPA solution (“basic” and “enterprise”)
Define RPA service provisioning (hosting on-site, hosting in the cloud, buy RPA as a service) and outline basic
automation architecture
Reach “make” or “buy” decision
If “buy” decision was made, steer provider selection and consider the following:
• Technical and process scalability across technologies and platforms, e.g. library of re-usable business
components (commands of robotic process) and process templates
• Adherence of configuration requirements to corporate risk and security policies
• Fulfilment of performance and continuity standards

Solution implementation
•
•
•

•
•

Map out affected environments by chosen processes to understand technological interdependen-cies and
potential impacts on processing times
Develop or implement standardized RPA control center to monitor logs, execute and schedule bot jobs,
manage credentials, versions and change as well as visualize and orchestrate process de-pendencies
Insist on standardized configuration of all robots, ensuring adherence to (minimum) security re-quirements,
e.g., advise against creating new data, advise against changing existing data, limited system/data access
rights in line with “bot job” profile
Include RPA solution into disaster recovery and business continuity plans
Start with POC followed by MVP before tackling fully fletched enterprise RPA solution
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TAKE AWAY

GINKGO OFFERING

RPA is only one of several methods to free workers
from tedious tasks. Yet, if planned, implemented and
monitored right as outlined in our checklist for CIOs
RPA is capable of doing so with impressive speed and
quality. In addition, there is theoretically no limit in
upscaling the RPA solution to growing automation
needs, as additional bots are cheap and usually setup
in manageable timeframes.

While it is notoriously challenging to align both the
IT as well as the business side of many companies,
acting in concert is essential for making RPA solutions
successful, especially on the enterprise level – and
this is where we come into play. Ginkgo Management
Consulting, an independent strategy consulting firm,
has an in-depth understanding of the IT as well as the
business agenda of large, multi-national companies
and a strong track record of bringing both sides
together.

However, what RPA offers in scalability it ultimately
lacks in flexibility. Short-term changes in business
processes and updated requirements inevitably
require re-programming. Thus, companies are
certainly advised to secure internal capabilities to
manage and stay in control of their RPA solution. While
the need for (frequent) re-programming might change
in the future with the rise of AI and cognitive bots,
many areas remain for which one solution continues
to be hard to beat – the human worker.

Furthermore, our service portfolio catered for RPA
strongly focuses on setting the stage for a successful
RPA initiative – from developing and embedding an
automation strategy into the overall (IT) strategy, to
the definition of the solution approach, both on the
business (service selection, provider selection etc.) as
well as the IT side (defining IT architecture, security
and compliance requirements and standards).
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CASE I: Automated credit approval decisions for low risk
customers at a captive bank
A captive bank has recently standardized and
harmonized its credit approval processes across 30+
key markets. The legacy tool supporting the approval
processes required significant manual input: financial
analysts were building up risk assessments from
scratch as well as providing individual interpretations
and manually comparing financial ratios. On top, the
subsequent validation and final decision workflow for
these credit applications is again a manual process
which can take up to two weeks.
Together with the client´s IT and business organisations,
Ginkgo is shaping and implementing the future mode of
operation that relies heavily on automation and process
standardization. On the one hand, the credit application
software will be fed automatically with customer and
financial data by local rating agencies, while the software
itself utilizes the data, automatically identifies and
approves low risk/low complexity deals. To allow for
this automation, the business is standardizing the risk
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which introduces risk thresholds for the software to pick
up on (Fig. 3). However, to create a future proof process,
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Ginkgo ensured that the level of automation adheres to
the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) by
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the European Union entering into force in May 2018 –
in this case, denied credit applications will still be finally
verified by an employee of the bank.
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In doing so, the client aims to reduce processing time by

Fig. 3: Credit approval workflow at Ginkgo client,

30%, which will allow financial analysts to focus on tasks

with indication of input/output per process step and

with higher complexity that require human judgment.

comparison of executor prior vs. after the implementation

The process automation also reduces the risk of data

of the automation solution (Source: Ginkgo client use

corruption by up to 50% through the integration of

case, 2017)

external and independently verified datasets.
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CASE II: Ensuring on-time customer payments by
accelerating an accounting process with RPA
A client is facing challenges that many companies need
to master who are on the verge of digitalization: a lack
of transparency, issues around data integration and
slow process execution due to a high share of manual
work. To overcome named challenges and jump on
the digitalization bandwagon, the client decided to
run a RPA pilot.
The selected business process for automation is a
highly repetitive accounting workflow that reviews
several hundred of invoices from suppliers to match
them their respective orders on a weekly basis.
Inconsistent data storage across two systems bedevil
this manual and error-prone process even further.
Already today, not all invoices and orders can be
matched, leading to late payments to suppliers. The
RPA solution is expected to drastically reduce runthrough times to meet payment cut-offs.
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Once implemented, the bot will autonomously
perform a series of activities: from logging into the first
information system and creating a list of unmatched
invoices to searching and extracting payment evidence
for each supplier invoice in the second accounting
system to ultimately matching the evidence to the
specific invoice. The final resolution and payment of
each transaction still requires human interaction, but
the RPA solution lies the foundation for a speedier and
smoother end-to-end processing (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Accounting process workflow at Ginkgo client, indication of involved software suites accessed by the bots and
comparison of executor prior vs. after the implementation of the automation solution (Source: Ginkgo client use case, 2017)
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